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Synopsis

THE CRIME SERIES WITH OVER 1.5 MILLION DOWNLOADS

New York Times & USA Today Bestselling Mystery Series

"SMASH HIT and RUNAWAY BESTSELLER" download now/read later sale - FATALLY BOUND $.99 (reg. $3.99) + audio $1.99 - A USA TODAY bestseller

FATALLY BOUND... by one mystery with deadly results.

A suspenseful and nerve-fraying murder mystery with an ingenious plot. New York Times and USA Today bestselling author, Roger Stelljes has crafted another addictive pulse-pounding thriller filled with his trademark twists and turns. Vince Flynn described Roger Stelljes as "A powerful new thriller voice." FATALLY BOUND... by one decision with deadly consequences.

Hannah opened the backdoor of her house and walked inside, closing the door behind her and locking it. Out of the dark his massive left arm wrapped around her chest like a vice followed by his right hand pressing a soaked rag to her face. Gasping for air she breathed in the fumes from the rag. She convulsed and thrashed but the man was immense and she couldn’t break free.

FATALLY BOUND... by one killer with deadly intentions.

A brilliant, methodical and vicious killer is on a mission leaving a trail of women’s bodies behind with little or no evidence. The hunt for the killer will put Mac McRyan and Dara Wire in harm’s way testing their partnership, resolve and endurance like never before.

MAC MCRYAN MYSTERY SERIES:

(available in audio)
FIRST CASE: Murder Alley - Book 1
THE ST. PAUL CONSPIRACY - Book 2 - USA TODAY Bestseller
DEADLY STILLWATER - Book 3 - (Free + "Listen & Workout" audio $1.99)
FIRST DEADLY CONSPIRACY - Books 1-3 Boxset - New York Times & USA TODAY Bestseller
ELECTING TO MURDER - Book 4
FATALLY BOUND - Book 5 - USA TODAY Bestseller
BLOOD SILENCE - Book 6 - USA TODAY Bestseller
BOOK 7 - coming soon!

To receive a free copy of a McRyan Mystery Series spin-off episode when it is published join my new release list at www.RogerStelljes.com

FIRST CASE: Murder Alley - McRyan Mysteries - Book 1
An emotionally charged investigation full of unexpected twists and turns, Mac McRyan will need to follow a convoluted trail of evidence, secrets, and hidden agendas to help solve a murder mystery that is his first case.

THE ST. PAUL CONSPIRACY - McRyan Mysteries - Book 2
A complex murder investigation with repercussions far beyond an ordinary serial killer case - national and political security concerns lie at the root of this tangled, fast-paced gritty crime novel. Merit Award Winner for Commercial Fiction for the Midwest Independent Publishers (MIPA) Book Awards and a Minnesota Book Awards Nominee.

DEADLY STILLWATER - McRyan Mysteries - Book 3
Two girls gone... A complicated brazen daytime kidnapping is just the beginning in a case of betrayal and revenge that will ultimately strike at the soul of the St. Paul Police Department. From the searing streets of St. Paul to the murky waters of the St. Croix River, Deadly Stillwater is a book you won’t be able to put
down until its last gripping minute. MIPA - Midwest Book Awards Winner - Genre Fiction

ELECTING TO MURDER - McRyan Mysteries - Book 4

Ruthless killers...grisly deaths...escalating stakes... A clandestine late night meeting in Kentucky, a murder in a seedy St. Paul motel, a mysterious investigator operating in the shadows and dueling political masterminds all collide to provide Mac McRyan with the ultimate test in Electing To Murder.

FATALLY BOUND - McRyan Mysteries - Book 5

Fatally bound... by one mystery with deadly results. Fatally bound... by one decision with deadly consequences. Fatally bound... by one killer with deadly intentions. A brilliant, methodical and vicious killer is on a mission leaving a trail of bodies in this suspenseful and nerve-fraying mystery with an ingenious plot.
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**Customer Reviews**

WOW another good one from Stelljes. This one starts with a man on a mission. His mission? To kill all those involved in a death seven years ago. So far the man has killed three. The first victim won't be realized till much later. The two they know about appear to be the work of a serial killer. The FBI is now on the case. An FBI that is getting absolutely nowhere. No clues, no forensics and absolutely
no idea who the murderer is or his motivation. Serial killer seems to fit the MO. He’s being called The Reaper. Michael (Mac) McRyan is now living in DC with Sally Kennedy. Sally works at the WH. It was a move Mac fully approved of. A move that kept Sally in his life. Not much of a trade off in his estimation. DC and Sally or St. Paul and visits to Sally. Nope. Not much of a trade off at all. Mac doesn’t have to work. He’s extremely wealthy. He’s already seen everything DC has to offer and he’s now bored silly. Mac’s more than ready to agree when Sally, at the request of the POTUS and the Judge, asks if he and Dara Wire would look into the murders and see if he and Dara can assist the FBI. Fresh eyes and a new perspective. Dara also agrees. A Dara who owns her own highly successful security business. A Dara who’s also ex-FBI who knows the ins and outs of the agency. A Dara who works quite well with Mac. Seems one of those killed was the daughter of a man who donated huge sums of money to the new President’s campaign and he’s using this fact to put pressure on to solve his daughter’s murder. The man has always been a player in DC. Oh boy. Mac hates politics almost as much as he hates the press. So begins one damned very fine read.

Download to continue reading...

Scream: An edge of your seat serial killer thriller (Detective Kim Stone crime thriller series Book 1)
Lost Girls: A fast paced, gripping thriller novel (Detective Kim Stone crime thriller series Book 3)